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Defined Contribution Plan Sub-Group
The Defined Contribution Plan Sub-Group held meetings on July 29, August 7, and August
19. The sub-group discussed the timing of forfeitures for partially vested members, rollovers
for members not yet 50, municipal contributions for defined contribution plans, reporting
form deadlines, deferred interest, combined service pensions, investment return allocations,
plan consolidations, administrative expenses, and military service credit. Although each of
these topics was discussed, the sub-group members decided to take action on only some of
the issues. The sub-group also began the task of reorganizing Chapter 424A into separate
sections that are specific to defined contribution plans and to defined benefit plans.
Meeting materials, including meeting minutes, are available on our website at
http://www.auditor.state.mn.us/default.aspx?page=reliefworkinggroup. If you are a member
or trustee of a defined contribution plan, please take a few moments to review the meeting
materials. The sub-group is drafting legislation that, if passed into law, could impact your
relief association. Your input regarding the legislative initiatives is appreciated.
The sub-group will hold a final meeting to review draft legislation on Thursday, September
18 from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. at our Saint Paul office. If you have questions regarding the
sub-group or its legislative recommendations, please contact Rose Hennessy Allen at (651)
296-5985 or Rose.Hennessy-Allen@state.mn.us.
Schedule Form Reminders
The 2008 Schedule (SC-08) for lump sum relief associations was to be certified to the
affiliated municipality or independent nonprofit firefighting corporation by August 1, 2008.
Although the form is not required to be submitted to the Office of the State Auditor (OSA)
until next year when it is to be submitted with the other 2008 reporting year forms, relief
associations are encouraged to submit the form to our office this fall. The Pension Division
will be conducting a preliminary review of SC-08 forms this fall and winter, and the SC-08
data is needed to pre-populate your 2009 Schedule.
The Pension Division receives questions each year about what certain numbers mean on the
Schedule form. We’d like to provide a few reminders:
• Accrued liabilities for active members on the Schedule are calculated according to a
specific formula under state law. Because relief associations do not know how long each
active member will serve, the liabilities are based on actuarial assumptions to determine a
projected liability amount.
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State law requires that relief associations accrue the liability, even for members that are
not yet vested, so that your association receives the appropriate level of funding to pay
benefits as they become due.

•

Deficits for lump sum plans are amortized over a ten-year period, so only a portion of the
deficit is funded each year. If the affiliated municipality or independent nonprofit
firefighting corporation approved your relief association’s benefit level, the municipality
or corporation is statutorily required to make any contributions that become due at that
benefit level.

•

Whether your relief association has a deficit or a surplus is only one factor in determining
whether a contribution is required. The required contribution calculation is based on a
formula prescribed under state law. The formula determines the projected revenues and
the projected expenses. If the projected revenues are not enough to cover the projected
expenses, then a contribution may be required. The formula for calculating the required
contribution is provided on page four of the Schedule form.

•

The form is completed mid-way through the year so that municipalities and independent
nonprofit firefighting corporations can include any contribution requirements when
setting their budgets for the upcoming year. Required contributions calculated on the SC08 form are to be contributed to your relief association during 2009.

SBI Prospectus Mailing
The State Board of Investment (SBI) recently mailed its July 1, 2008 prospectus. The OSA
provided mailing information to the SBI for relief association trustees whose contact
information was determined to be public information. Because the OSA could only provide
public contact information, we assisted the SBI by mailing prospectuses to the trustees whose
mailing information was classified as not public. We wanted to bring this mailing
arrangement to your attention since some of you may have noticed a change in the mailing
format or to the prospectus recipient.
Investment Basics – Reading Your SBI Statement
A sample SBI statement is attached that contains notes and descriptions. We hope that the
annotated statement will make reading SBI account statements easier and highlight important
information, such as rates of return and benchmarks. If you have suggestions for future
“Investment Basics” topics please contact Luke Hinz at (651) 296-6279 or
Lucas.Hinz@state.mn.us.
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